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Illustrations:
1. Stratigraphy of the successive layers of occupation and heightening of the medieval mound of Ecoust-Saint-Mein (resp. Thierry Marcy, Inrap Pas-de-Calais).
   © Kai Fechner, Inrap
2. Bottom of a large ditch with various traces and shells favouring the interpretation of a probable ancient canal (Waremme «Costale», resp. Dominique Bosquet, APW).
   © Kai Fechner, Inrap
3. Archaeology: a question of viewpoints. Archaeological research requires the collaboration of professionals from different disciplines, starting with fieldwork. Kruibeke-Bazel (Belgium). © Pierre Bucht (from the exhibition «Profession Archéologue», ACE project)
4. Tumulus dating from the Middle Bronze Age built during a period of pedogenesis that took place between two phases of lacustrine transgressions (Colombier/Les Plantées de Rive 2013, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). © Laténium
5. Remains of occupations dating from the Neolithic and Middle Bronze Age, interspersed with deposits testifying to multiple lacustrine transgressions alternating with phases of soil formation (Colombier/Les Plantées de Rive 2013, Neuchâtel, Switzerland). © Laténium
6. Fluvial sediments, traces of trampling and anthropic pavement. Site of Verdon-les-Bains - Rue Médi 35 (Vaud, Switzerland), 2020. © 4terres / Archeodunum
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